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THE DEMAND FOR KOREAN SERIALS IN AMERICAN LIBRARIES
Yong Kyu Choo

University of California, Berkeley

Korea published 1,312 trade serials In 1979 according to the Korean
Publishers' Annual, and the volume Is growing at the rate of four percent
annually. Reflecting the developing and modernizing social structure of
Korea, most of the new serials cater to specialized sectors of readers rather
than general audiences. The total number of general periodicals stayed
constant whereas new titles devoted to narrow subjects such as economics,
politics, etc., have Increased recently. The 1,312 titles published In 1979
are classified Into the following subjects.
General
6
Women
16
76
Religion
37
Journalism
45
Current affairs
18
Education
19
Academic journals
56
Language aad literature
42
Juvenile magazines
92
School journals
31
Law and politics
29
Sports and recreation
107
Economy and finance
15
Chamber of Commerce
37
Agriculture
15
Transportation
105
Industries
Science and technology
38
93
Health and Science
21
Home economics
24
Pictorial
33
Trade unions
217
Corporation bulletins
63
Society journals
38
Yearbooks
39
Others
The above are also classified by frequency of publications as follows:
Monthly
Bimonthly
Quarterly
Annual

768
145
232
167

In addition to the trade serials, there are an estimated 1,000 government
documents and publications of educational and research institutions. Thus
Korean serials comprising both trade and non-trade publications exceed 2,300
titles In all.
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In order to select needed serials successfully out of this universe of Korean
publications, there must be effective means of identifying Individual titles
and gaining access to their contents. Therefore, a brief description of the
major reference tools, which are indispenslble for meaningful book selection,
is in order.
The primary agency responsible for indexing Korean serials is the National
Assembly Library, which Issues Chonggi Kanhaengmul Klsa Saegln (Annual index
to Korean periodicals) in quarterly and annual cumulative editions.
Approximately 800 trade serials and some non-trade serials published since
1960 are easily identifiable through this index.
There are also several major subject indexes. To name some of them, Korean
Education Index issued by Chungang University, the Bibliography of Business
and Economics issued by Yonsei University, and the Bulletin of Korean
Historical Studies Quarterly issued by Korea History Compilation Committee are
reliable subject indexes.
There are two comprehensive annotated subject indexes, namely Bibliographical
Index of Korea compiled by the Central National Library and Han'guk Nonjo
Haeje (Korean Annotated Index to Articles and Books) compiled by Korea
University. Both of them cover all disciplines, but unfortunately they are
not kept up to date.
Central National Library also issues a monthly bibliography entitled Munhon
Chongbo (Bibliographical Information) which lists both books and articles
newly published every month. Since it indexes articles by the author, it is
not so useful for gaining access to the contents of serials as the
bibliography of documents and other non-trade publications because It lists
all publications reported to it whether they are trade or non-trade
materials. The only reliable and timely tool for bibliographical
identification Is, therefore, the Annual Index to Korean Periodicals. It is a
classified index with detailed subject references, and an author index is
added in the annual edition.
With the volume of Korean serials publications and their Indigenous
bibliographical controls described above, we now would like to know how many
of them are in demand, and how the Korean collections in this country are
meeting the demand. Since all of the Korean collections In this country are
supporting research and Instruction on large university campuses, demands for
Korean serials may be discussed in the context of research Interests in these
universities; accordingly, doctoral dissertations as the end products of
educational and research process can be taken as fair Indicators of research
Interests. The frequency of doctoral dissertations on Korea for eighteen
subjects is tabulated from Doctoral Dissertations on Japan and Korea,
1969-1974 by Frank Shulman, for the purpose of identifying research interests
on Korea.
4
2
2
21

Anthropology
Archaeology
Arts and Architecture
Demography
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1.2%
0.6%
0.6%
6.0%

Economy and agriculture
Education
Geography and regional planning
History
Korea'8 Image abroad
Language and literature
Law and judicial system
Mass communication and
journalism
Military history and defense
Music and theatrical interest
Philosophy and religion
Politics and government
Psychology and social
psychology
Science and technology
Others

71
15
34
37
4
30
8

21.0%
5.OX
10.0%
11.3%
1.2%
9.2%
2.4%

4
4
5
13
59

1.2%
1.2%
1.5%
3.9%
18.0%

5
1
7

1.5%

326

2.14%

97.78%

We learn from the above that the distribution of the number of doctoral
dissertations in terras of eighteen disciplines is heavily concentrated In five
major fields, namely economics, geography and regional planning, history,
language and literature, and politics and government. These five fields
account for seventy percent of the total number of dissertations.
To check the validity of the above distribution of research interest over
v a r i o u s fields, I chose the 1973 issue of the Bibliography of Asian Studies to
tabulate its listings of books and articles on Korea, which represent wider
research interests.
General
Anthropology
Art 8
Biography
Economics
Education
Geography
History
Language and literature
Philosophy and religion
Politics and government
Psychology
Science and technology
Public health
Law

1
14
8
7
28
1
3
21
14
5
52
2
2
2
1
161

-

8.69%
4.96%
4.34%
17.39%

-

1.86%
13.04%
8.69%
3.10%
32.0%
1.24%
1.24%
1.24%

97.79%

The above shows a similar pattern of distribution, that Is, the five major
fields of anthropology, economics, history, language and literature, and
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politics and government account for eighty percent of books and articles
written on Korea, and the difference in degree of concentration may be
attributed to the differing classification systems of the two sources.
With research interest as inferred on the basis of the distribution of
dissertations and general publications on Korea, we come to the point of
describing how the Korean collections are supporting it. If we can assume the
individual university campuses do not vary from the national trends in their
research interests, we may expect the holdings of Korean serials which support
this research to be distributed accordingly.
Since there are no national statistics available on the subject of Korean
serials holdings, this aspect of supporting activities cannot be documented on
a national level. Consequently, discussion henceforth will be based on the
case in the East Asiatic Library, University of California, Berkeley.
The collection policy on Korean materials in the Library states that materials
on the following subjects will be collected on a research level, which means
for serials that extensive collection of journals and major indexing and
abstracting services in the following fields will be acquired:
General periodicals
Agriculture
Archaeology
Economics
History
Language and literature
Philosophy and religion
Political science
Population and demography
Sociology
Women
And materials on the following subjects are collected on a study level, which
means that only representative journals will be collected in these fields:
Anthropology
Architecture
Education
Psychology
Finally, materials on music and city planning will be collected on a basic
level; that is, a few major periodicals in the fields will be collected.
The
library intends to collect materials on almost all subjects on which doctoral
dissertations have ever been written.
The last remaining question is how this collection policy is reflected in the
actual subject distribution of the serial holdings. The East Asiatic Library
now receives approximately 450 current Korean serials, which have been
surveyed by subjects as follows:
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0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
17.1%

Archaeology
Anthropology
Art
Documents
General periodicals and
university college journals
History
Language and literature
Philosophy
Social sciences
Others

38.0%
6.9%
9.4%
1.1%
3.7%
11.0%

99.39%
The above figures for ten subjects show marked difference from the subjects of
doctoral dissertations or of general publications from the Bibliography of
Asian Studies. In spite of the library's policy to collect materials In most
fields of the humanities and social sciences at the research level, materials
in these fields fail to account for thirty-five percent of the total
holdings. Instead, documents and general university journals comprise
fifty-five percent.
Of the thirty-three percent of the total holdings of serials which represent
specific subjects, less than thirty titles are trade publications. This means
that most of the trade serials are not selected for the Korean collection of
the library. It can be concluded from the above that the majority of Korean
serials in demand by American researchers are non-trade publications comprised
of university and college journals, reports, surveys and statistics of the
government and its subsidiary institutions, and the publications of societies
and research institutions. This Is understandable from the fact that the
journals include contributions by the largest number of academicians on the
widest range of subjects, and that documents and society publications are
perhaps the only primary source materials for social science and humanistic
studies of Korea.
The problems experienced by the East Asiatic Library in acquiring Korean
serials may be common among other Korean collections in this country. They
arise from the fact that most of these serials are non-trade and there is no
well-established or reliable supplier for them. Whereas all of the
commercially available serials are acquired on subscription or standing order
with no problem in receiving timely shipments, almost ninety percent of
non-trade journals are not available on a commercial basis. Acquisition
effort is spent, therefore, on establishing exchange agreements, claiming
issues and soliciting works from publishers.
University journals are acquired through exchange programs with individual
universities, and the major problem is claiming tardy issues. Government
documents are obtained through exchange agreements with the National Assembly
Library and the Central National Library, which collect an item from the
publishers at the request of the Library. These shipments are not necessarily
on time, and claims or requests are on many occasions not complied with
because issues are out of stock.
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It is, therefore, necessary to supplement the exchange programs with search
orders to small book dealers on a commission basis for non-trade materials.
It Is an expensive practice but necessary to avoid Incomplete runs of serial
sets.
As Korean publications are growing in number, and neither the library book
budget nor staffing is expected to increase as rapidly, a library may not be
able to acquire all the titles It wants In the foreseeable future. Regional
cooperation for acquisitions may be one of the alternatives to current
independent collection building, but seeking assistance from Korean libraries
s e e m s to be more attractive. This means that Instead of acquiring certain
titles the Library makes an agreement with one of the Korean university
libraries so that any data included in these serials may be supplied in
photocopy on demand. This is being implemented partially in the Library and
has proved more efficient and effective than inter-library lending within the
U.S.
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